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Abstract: Millimeter-wave combs are synthesized using a novel time-multiplexed optical pulse 
shaping scheme by integrating fast wavelength switching, optical frequency comb generation, and 
spectral line-by-line pulse shaping. 
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1. Introduction 
Photonically-assisted microwave and millimeter-wave (MMW) generation has been of great research interest 
recently [1]. In addition to generation of simple MMW tones, arbitrary MMW signal generation methods making 
use of optical pulse shapers are of current interest [2-4]. However, demonstrated photonic methods for generating 
arbitrary ultrawideband MMW signals are only slowly reprogrammable.  We have recently demonstrated a versatile 
new time-multiplexing scheme [5] which integrates high speed wavelength switching, optical frequency comb 
generation, and optical line-by-line pulse shaping [6], which allows rapid (~100 ps) switching between different RF 
signals.  Here we describe new experiments in which this method is used for photonic generation of MMW 
frequency combs.  We demonstrate the ability to manipulate both the frequency spacing of the generated MMW 
comb and the shape of its power spectrum envelope. 
2. Experimental setup and results 
Figure 1(a) depicts the schematic of our time-multiplexed setup. Two CW lasers (λa, λb) with a LiNbO3 intensity 
modulator (IM) after each laser are used to provide rapid wavelength switching. IM1 (for λa) and IM2 (for λb) are 
driven by a 10 GHz programmable data port (Q ) and inverted data port (Q ) of a bit-error-ratio test set (BERT), 
respectively. The time-multiplexed CW outputs are combined via an optical coupler and sent to an optical frequency 
comb generator comprised of a lithium niobate phase modulator (PM) driven at a repetition frequency of frep=10 
GHz using the same clock as the BERT. These phase-modulated CW (PMCW) combs are manipulated by a spectral 
line-by-line shaper using a liquid crystal modulator (LCM) [6]. 
 
Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. (b) Time-multiplexed PMCW comb spectra.  
In order to enable rapid waveform updates, different LCM regions may be programmed to generate different 
waveforms; essentially the different regions of the LCM act as waveform memory.  Different regions of the LCM 
(hence difference waveforms) are selected by rapidly changing the input wavelength. An optical amplifier is used 
after the shaper and the waveform intensities and electrical spectra are detected via a 60 GHz bandwidth photodiode 
followed by 50 GHz sampling scope or electrical spectrum analyzer (ESA). An optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) 
with 0.01 nm resolution is used to measure the optical comb spectra. Figure 1(b) shows the PMCW combs when 
both CW lasers are turned on. Here, seven lines are selected by the shaper from each comb. 
Figure 2 shows how MMW frequency combs can be flexibly generated, where the line spacing is determined by 
the pattern length, while the comb envelope can be tailored by the switching pattern between RF waveforms. Here, a 
repetitive data pattern Q=[1111 0000] is fed to IM1. In Fig. 2(a), two cosine waveforms (spectral lines {-1, 0} from 
both combs) are generated. The corresponding intensity waveforms Ia and Ib are labeled within the figure. The solid 
trace indicates the measured waveform when no optical phase control is applied, and Ia and Ib are identical cosine 
waveforms. The dashed trace shows the measured waveform when a π phase is applied to λa comb line {-1} so that a 
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MMW waveform with abrupt π phase shifts are inserted every 4 bits. The MMW comb RF spectra are shown in Figs. 
2(b, c) for phase controls of (0, π), respectively. The period of Q (800 ps) determines the discrete MMW comb line 
spacing of 1.25 GHz (inset, Fig. 2(b)). For 0 optical phase the RF waveform is predominantly a 10 GHz tone, as 
seen by the dominant 10 GHz peak in the RF spectrum; the abrupt π phase shift in the time domain RF signal for the 
case of π optical phase shift suppresses the 10 GHz comb line in the RF spectrum by ~20 dB.  Figure 2(d) shows 
rapid switching of waveform frequencies. Here lines {-1, 1} and {-1, 0} are selected for the λa and λb combs, 
resulting in cosine waveforms with repetition rate of 2frep and frep, respectively. Switching between the two 
waveforms is observed in direct correspondence to the data pattern.  The corresponding MMW comb spectrum is 
shown in Fig. 2(e). The envelope of the spectrum exhibits clear peaks, with similar amplitudes, centered at both 10 
and 20 GHz, with similar amplitudes.   
 
Fig. 2. MMW comb generation with 1.25 GHz spacing. (a) Switching between waveform phase modulation. (b, c) MMW comb spectra 
corresponding to Φ=0 and π in (a), respectively. (d) Switching between waveform frequencies. (e) MMW comb spectrum of (d). In (b, c, e), 
resolution bandwidth of ESA=100 kHz. 
Figure 3 shows MMW comb synthesis using a 16-bit data pattern (MMW comb spacing of 625 MHz). In Figs. 
3(a-d), Q=[1111 0000 0000 0000] is used. Figure 3(a) shows the 625 MHz-spacing MMW comb generation 
centered at 10 and 30 GHz, which is enabled by fast switching between cosines of 30 GHz repetition rate (Ia, by 
selecting λa optical comb lines {-2, 1} with π phase applied to line {-2}) and 10 GHz repetition rate (Ib) in Fig. 3(b). 
Figures 3(c, d) show the synthesized 625 MHz-spacing MMW comb with switching between 40 GHz (Ia, by 
selecting λa optical comb lines {-2, 2}) and 10 GHz,. Figures 3(e, f) show MMW comb generation with Q=[1111 
1111 0000 0000] and switching between transform limited pulses and doublet pulses.  The RF spectrum spans the 0-
50 GHz ESA bandwidth, with a modulated envelope peaking at 10 GHz and its harmonics. 
 
Fig. 3. MMW combs with 625 MHz spacing and the corresponding waveforms: (a, b) Fast switching between (10, 30) GHz sinusoids; (c, d) fast 
switching between (10, 40) GHz sinusoids; (e, f) fast switching between (transform-limited, doublet) pulses. 
In summary, a novel time-multiplexed optical pulse shaping scheme for synthesizing MMW signals has been 
demonstrated. By adjusting the switching pattern between different “parent” RF waveforms, the line spacing and 
spectral amplitude profile of generated MMW frequency combs can be manipulated. It should also be possible to 
generate nearly continuous, ultrawideband MMW spectra by using long pseudorandom bit streams as the switching 
pattern between waveforms. 
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